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At abrdn, we have a duty to our clients to understand
how human rights may affect the value of their
investments. We also have a duty to respect human
rights in our own activities, by fully understanding how
our investments affect the rights of others, and by
influencing positive changes through our stewardship
activities. This position statement outlines our
approach to human rights and governments. We have
a separate statement that deals with human rights
and business.

The issue
The atrocities seen during the Second World War brought
concerted efforts to establish a system of internationally
recognised human rights. The 1948 United Nations (UN)
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was a
landmark agreement in the international community,
adopted unanimously by UN members. Subsequent UN
declarations and regional conventions added detail about
states’ responsibilities, as well as clarity on specific issues
such as racial discrimination, torture, children’s rights and
the rights of people with disabilities.
But, despite significant international discussion on
human rights, the individual progress of each country
varies – sometimes quite dramatically. Every country
faces human-rights challenges, but some regions face
additional headwinds such as ongoing conflict, political
tension, lack of infrastructure and skills gaps.
Human-rights challenges are often complex and
persistent, making them difficult to solve quickly in
sustainable ways. While development and economic
advancement often help, they do not guarantee that rights
are upheld. In many cases, they merely change the nature
of the challenges a country faces.
Governments’ capacity to protect human rights
can impact investments in a number of ways, both
positively and negatively. For example, fair employment
opportunities and rising living standards enable people
to participate more fully in society, which can stimulate
productivity and spending that boosts the economy.
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Governments that lack focus on human rights or
participate in abuses not only miss out on economic
opportunities, but can also create social unrest that
damages or disrupts the economy. The economic impact
of protests and social movements is often overlooked, but
can be significant nonetheless. In France, for example,
the central bank cut its 2018 growth forecasts in half, in
part because of ‘yellow vest’ protests against economic
inequality that slowed industrial production and services
activity. Similarly, Bahrain's credit rating was downgraded
following the Arab Spring protests of 2011, as rating
agencies grew increasingly concerned about political
and civil unrest. The downgrade called Bahrain's ability to
repay debt into question, and many investors withdrew
capital.
Our expectations for investments in government securities
All our investments are exposed to human-rights issues.
When we invest in government securities, we expect the
issuing countries to work to uphold human rights. We
expect states to protect the human rights of their people,
businesses to respect human rights, and both to take
appropriate action to remedy any infringements of
human rights.
At abrdn, we draw upon a number of international, legal
and voluntary agreements for guidance on human-rights
responsibilities and compliance. Our primary sources are
the International Bill of Rights1 and the core conventions
of the International Labour Organisation (ILO),2 which
form the list of internationally agreed human rights, and
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
(UNGPs),3 which clarifies the roles of states and businesses.

“We draw upon a number of
international, legal and voluntary
agreements for guidance on
human-rights responsibilities
and compliance.”
 omprising the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant
C
on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights.
2
https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/lang--en/index.htm
3
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf
1

Our approach for investments
To understand the human-rights risks and opportunities
of our investments in government securities, we draw on
political and social research. We aim to form a forwardlooking view that reflects how countries may be making
progress or falling behind. We use these views to inform
our analysis of more traditional financial-risk indicators,
such as how easy it is for business to operate in certain
regions, a country’s ability to repay debt and the correct
pricing of these risks. We have developed proprietary tools
to support our efforts, including our environmental, social,
governance and political (ESGP) framework and our
Social Capitalism project.
Our ESGP framework enables us to integrate ESGP risks
into our emerging-market debt strategies. The framework
brings together independently sourced quantitative
measures in each risk area to form an overall ESGP
score. We then use our analysis and expertise to assign
a positive, negative or neutral direction of travel to each
country. From a human-rights perspective, this includes
an assessment of quality of infrastructure, gender equality
and income equality (among others), which enables our
teams to understand the risks arising from unequal social
outcomes and public repression.
Our Social Capitalism project recognises that the most
successful societies blend strong economies with healthy
environments, inclusive social policies, representative
political institutions and fair legal frameworks. This
research is underpinned by a proprietary environmental,
social and governance (ESG) index for 135 countries,
which brings together substantial amounts of data to
identify countries that are persistently dynamic in both
economic and ESG terms. Our ESG index has been further
adapted to form a dedicated human-rights index.
This index combines data on 17 key human-rights areas
aligned to the UDHR, including quality of life, education,
freedom of expression and access to justice. This work
adds significant value to our understanding of the global
human-rights environment and reflects the importance
we place on human-rights issues.
Engagement
Governments rely on foreign investors to help finance
their development activities. In our public-policy and
government-engagement activities, we set out the
information required to undertake our risk assessments.
We emphasise our expectations for our investments and
aim to encourage best practices. Given the political nature
of some topics, these discussions can be challenging
however, our extensive research efforts often provide an
objective starting point for engagement.
In the absence of formal sanctions or client-mandated

“Our Social Capitalism project recognises that
the most successful societies blend strong
economies with healthy environments, inclusive
social policies, representative political institutions
and fair legal frameworks.”
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criteria, we do not automatically exclude countries
from our investment universe based on human-rights
issues. We prefer to take a research-led approach that
acknowledges the complexity of such issues and enables
us to use our engagement efforts to influence positive
change. Where our contacts are unwilling to engage or we
see limited progress, we will consider selling our holdings.

Specific topics of interest
Controversial weapons: Please refer to our position
statement on our website at abrdn.com.
Oppressive regimes: The term ‘oppressive regimes’ is
subjective and not formally defined in international law.
It typically refers to countries with systems or authorities
that exercise power through malicious or unjust
treatment, often in the form of human-rights abuses. At
abrdn, government human-rights issues are integrated
in our investment processes as described above. Our
approach to corporate investment can be found in our
position statement on our website. In the absence of
formal sanctions or client-mandated criteria, we do not
automatically exclude countries or companies from
our investment universe based on their classification or
dealings with oppressive regimes.
The death penalty: While the death penalty is a contentious
issue for many, it remains legal in a number of countries.
In the absence of client-mandated criteria, we do not
automatically exclude countries or companies from our
investment universe based on the use of or participation in
the death penalty. We do, however, consider this as part of
our broader analysis of human rights.
For more detail and content on human rights and other
ESG issues, please visit ourwebsite at abrdn.com.
Sustainable investing at abrdn
As a leading global asset manager,
we believe that investing sustainably
can help generate long-term value
for our clients. How and where
the world chooses to invest has
critical implications for the wellbeing of society and our planet. Equally, investments
that could have negative social and environmental
impacts can pose risks for the investment
performance we can deliver for our clients.
Environmental Social and Governance (ESG)
considerations are an integral part of our
decision-making when investing your capital.
By understanding how ESG factors affect our
investments, we believe that we can generate better
outcomes for our clients, society and the wider world.
To help us achieve this, our dedicated, 20-strong
ESG Investment team works closely with colleagues
across all asset classes. Dedicated ESG asset-class
analysts provide an additional layer of expertise.
Please visit our website for more detail.
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This content is available in the following countries/regions and issued by the respective abrdn group members detailed
below. abrdn group comprises abrdn plc and its subsidiaries:
(entities current as at 27 September 2021)

Europe, Middle East and Africa
United Kingdom (UK): Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace,
Aberdeen, AB10 1XL. Standard Life Investments Limited registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh
EH2 2LL. Both companies are authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority. Austria, Belgium,
Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, and Sweden: Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s
Terrace, Aberdeen, AB10 1XL, and Standard Life Investments Limited registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George
Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL. Both companies are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the
UK. Switzerland: Aberdeen Standard Investments (Switzerland) AG. Registered in Switzerland (CHE-114.943.983) at
Schweizergasse 14, 8001 Zürich. Abu Dhabi Global Market (“ADGM”): Aberdeen Asset Middle East Limited, 6th floor, Al
Khatem Tower, Abu Dhabi Global Market Square, Al Maryah Island, P.O. Box 764605, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
Regulated by the ADGM Financial Services Regulatory Authority. For Professional Clients and Market Counterparties only.
Asia-Pacific
Australia and New Zealand: abrdn Australia Limited ABN 59 002 123 364, AFSL No. 240263. In New Zealand to wholesale
investors only as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (New Zealand). Hong Kong: abrdn Hong Kong Limited.
This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. Japan: abrdn Japan Limited Financial
Instruments Firm: Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No.320 Membership: Japan Investment Advisers Association,
The Investment Trusts Association, Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association, Japan Securities Dealers Association.
Malaysia: abrdn Malaysia Sdn Bhd (formerly known as Aberdeen Standard Investments (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd), Company
Number: 200501013266 (690313-D). This document has not been reviewed by the Securities Commission of Malaysia.
The People’s Republic of China (“PRC”): abrdn Private Fund Management (Shanghai) Company Limited (formerly
known as Aberdeen Standard Asset Management (Shanghai) Company Limited) in the PRC only. Registered by Asset
Management Association of China (AMAC) with the number of P1065987. Taiwan: Aberdeen Standard Investments
Taiwan Limited, which is operated independently, 8F, No.101, Songren Rd., Taipei City, Taiwan Tel: +886 2 87224500.
Thailand: Aberdeen Asset Management (Thailand) Limited. Singapore: Aberdeen Standard Investments (Asia) Limited,
Registration Number 199105448E.
Americas
Brazil: abrdn is the marketing name in Brazil for Aberdeen do Brasil Gestäo de Recursos Ltda. which is an entity duly
registered with the Comissäo de Valores Mobiliários (CVM) as an investment manager. Canada: Aberdeen Standard
Investments (“ASI”) is the registered marketing name in Canada for the following entities, which now operate around
the world under the abrdn brand: Aberdeen Standard Investments (Canada) Limited, Aberdeen Standard Investments
Luxembourg S.A., Standard Life Investments Private Capital Ltd, SL Capital Partners LLP, Standard Life Investments
Limited, Aberdeen Standard Alternative Funds Limited, and Aberdeen Capital Management LLC. Aberdeen Standard
Investments (Canada) Limited, is registered as a Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer in all provinces and
territories of Canada as well as an Investment Fund Manager in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and Newfoundland
and Labrador. United States: abrdn is the marketing name for the following affiliated, registered investment advisers:
Aberdeen Standard Investments Inc., Aberdeen Asset Managers Ltd., Aberdeen Standard Investments Australia Ltd.,
Aberdeen Standard Investments (Asia) Ltd., Aberdeen Capital Management LLC, Aberdeen Standard Investments ETFs
Advisors LLC and Aberdeen Standard Alternative Funds Limited.
abrdn is a global business providing a range of services to help clients and customers plan, save and invest. abrdn group
uses different legal entities to meet different client and customer needs. Some elements of the abrdn client experience
may contain previous brand names until all brand name changes have completed.
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